
Wish Bracelet 
 
Supplies: 

● Jute  
● Beads (14 (7 for each bracelet) 
● Scissors (not included) 

 
Instructions: 

1. Cut jute into 4 pieces. Two pieces need to be 20 inches 
each. The other two should be 38” each. 

2. Tie the ends of all 4 with an overhand knot leaving a tail of 3 inches. 
3. Untangle the 4 strands. The longest strands should be on the outside 

with the shorter two in the middle. 
4. Your center strands need to remain taut. You can tape them down or 

use another method. 
5. Make a Number 4 by bringing the LEFT strand over the CENTER 

strands. 
6. Hold in place with your left thumb and bring the  RIGHT strand to the 

top. 
7. With the RIGHT strand on top, go over the LEFT strand, under the CENTER 

strands and through the loop created by the ‘4’. Pull up the top knot tightly. 
You’ve created a half-knot. To make the knot complete repeat the same steps 
with the RIGHT strand. 

8. Make a backwards ‘4’ by bringing the RIGHT strand across the CENTER 
strands. 

9. Hold in place with your right thumb and bring the LEFT strand to the top. 
10. With the LEFT strand on top, go over the RIGHT strand, under the CENTER strands and 

through the loop created by the backwards ‘4’. Pull up the top knot tightly. 
11. If you lose track of which side should go next, find the vertical loop 

indicated by the arrow below. Whatever side it is on, that’s the side to start 
on. 



12. After creating about 2-3” of knots, it is time to add a bead! String a 
bead on the two CENTER strands and do your usual knots. The knot will 
hold the bead in place. 

13. Make 2 full knots and add another bead. Continue until you have added 
all of the beads. 

14. Continue knotting for 2-3”.  
15. Tie an overhand knot with all four strands.  
16. Tie it on your wrist or a friend’s and make a wish! 
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